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Abstract 

This document contains the mechanical requirements and design goals 

for the UT tracker, partially based upon preliminary ideas for the design 

(termed the “conceptual design”). 

1.  INTRODUCTON: UT BASIC CONCEPTUAL DESIGN 

The UT will replace the current TT detector in the upgrade of the LHCb experiment planned for 

installation in 2018.  The current TT is described in Chapter 5.2.1 in Ref. [1].  The UT tracker 

consists of four planes of silicon. The first plane has the strips running vertically (in the y 

direction) so the x-coordinate can be measured. This is called the X layer. The U and V layers 

are at +5o and –5o with respect to the y direction. The last layer is another X layer. The z-

position along the beam and the outer size of the four silicon layers are the same as the current 

detector, although small adjustments to the size can be made. The inner hole dimension is 

smaller in order to gain more acceptance. 

The detector is being upgraded to (1) enable 40 MHz readout, (2) enable full coverage of 

tracks within the geometric acceptance, (3) increase the small angle acceptance, and (4) better 

segmentation. A guiding principal is to minimize material expressed in terms of radiation 

lengths. 

The “conceptual design” is the current working UT design, accumulating several 

preliminary design ideas in order to meet the design goals.  It is neither a final self-consistent 

concept nor a baseline engineered design.   

The UT conceptual design [2] contains four planes (X-U-V-X) of silicon strip detectors, 

tiled around the beampipe and filling the acceptance.  The sensors and front-end readout chips 

(ASICs) are mounted on hybrids which are mounted in turn on support structures, currently 

envisioned in a segmented column geometry.  The signals from the silicon are taken out to the 

periphery of the UT by flex cables.  Similarly, flex cables bring power in to the sensors and 

electronics.  The planes are supported by large massive frames, well outside of the 

spectrometer acceptance. The cooling system needs to keep the sensor temperature at –5°C. 

The entire detector is enclosed in an outer box, with thin windows at the front and back faces, 

the sides can be thick. The box keeps the detector and beam pipe dry. Furthermore, since the 

beam pipe needs to baked out each year, the assembly must be able to be opened and the 

modules moved away from the beam and then returned to position. 

Since the silicon strips must run vertically, our conceptual design consists of 16 vertical 

placed columns containing many silicon detectors for the two planes closest to the interaction 
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point and 18 staves for the remaining two planes. These are mounted adjacent to one another. 

Overlaps between the silicon ensure full coverage. A section of a stave is shown in Figure 1.  

 

Figure 1.  Side view of the conceptual design of a section of a stave showing the silicon 
sensors on both sides of the support structure (not to scale). 

1.1. Design Goals  

There are several major design goals for the mechanical design of the UT tracker.   

1. The first design goal is to completely cover the spectrometer acceptance with active 

sensors, and to have no gaps in the active area.  This requires overlap of the sensors in 

both X and Y by at least one strip width.  This also requires, ultimately, an optimization of 

the sensor location from the point of view of particles coming from the IP, and not simply 

from a direct front view.   

2. The design must allow for stable operation of the silicon strip detectors.  This 

requires mechanical positional stability in three dimensions, as well as sufficient cooling 

of the sensors and readout chips to avoid thermal runaway and to optimize charge 

collection. 

3. The overall radiation length of the design must be minimal.  In particular, it should 

not significantly exceed the total radiation length of the current TT, about 4.8%.  In 

practice, this means it should be ~1% per plane.  The average radiation length is shown 

in Figure 2 as a function of η for the current TT and for two UT conceptual designs.   

4. The design cannot adversely affect the beampipe.  Thus, any mechanical connection 

or thermal effect on the beampipe must be taken into account.   

 

.   
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1.2. Design Strategy 

The strategy for the design effort is seen as tightly integrated.  The design effort requires 

optimization of multiple system aspects simultaneously.  Since the main design goals concern 

the stable positioning and large signal-to-noise operation of the silicon sensors, the design of 

the hybrids (in particular the sensor and ASIC power dissipation) drives the choice of a cooling 

scheme, which in turn drives the design and mass of the support structure, which then feeds 

back into the thermal mass of the hybrid design.  This design loop, followed through several 

iterations, is seen to be the process by which we reach a design solution [2].  The many inputs 

which feed into the loop are discussed in this document.   
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2.  DESIGN CONSTRAINTS 

There are two types of design constraints in play:  performance constraints and external 

constraints.  Performance constraints have to do with optimal silicon operation, meeting the 

spectrometer coverage goals, etc.  External constraints come from the thermal and radiation 

environment, as well as from other detectors and the beampipe.   

2.1. Overall Detector Dimensions 

The spectrometer acceptance is ±300 mrad (X) and ±250 mrad (Y) outer limit, and ~10–25 mrad 

(radius) inner limit.  Typical acceptance is taken to be 2 < η < (4.4–5.1).  The inner radius range 

is discussed with the beampipe constraints, below.  The full Z-region of the UT is 2270–2700 

mm, presently the same as the Current TT and roughly bounded by the shape of the beampipe.  

For UTAX, the most upstream plane, the nominal Z location is 2327.5 mm and the nominal 

fiducial area is 1450×1200 mm2.  The nominal Z locations of other planes are given in Table 1. 

The beampipe is wrapped in a thermal layer designed by the machine group. With this 

constraint we have decided on a radius of 33.4 mm for the physical hole in the sensors 

surrounding the beampipe.  

2.2. Radiation Length 

Figure 2 shows a plot of the average radiation length as a function of eta for our conceptual 

design contrasted with the current TT.  The UT design should not significantly exceed that of the 

current TT, about 4.8%, or multiple coulomb scattering effects will adversely affect tracking 

efficiencies and ghost rates.  Practically, this translates to ~1% per plane.   

 

 

Figure 2.  Plot showing the radiation length for the current TT and the conceptual design, 

as a function of eta=-ln(tanθ/2), where θ is the track angle with respect to the beam 

direction.  The beampipe is at eta = 5.2–5.3. 
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Table 1. Nominal Z-location of each UT plane and beampipe radius at that location.  
The UT inner radius for all planes is 33.4 mm.  

UT Plane Z Plane  
(center) 

Outer Radius  
(beampipe) 

Outer Radius  
(exclusion) 

Inner Radius  
(UT active) 

 [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] 

UTAX 2327.5 26.0 32.0 32.8 
UTAU 2372.5 26.0 32.0 32.8 
UTBV 2597.5 27.0 33.0 33.8 
UTBX 2642.5 27.4 33.4 34.2 

MAX (ref.) 2750.0 28.5 34.5 35.3 
Note:  “excluded” refers to the outer radius of the beampipe plus an insulating jacket (5 mm) and 
mechanical clearance (1 mm).  For the minimum inner radius for the active area of a sensor, a 
guard ring (0.8 mm) is added.  “Max” refers to the largest local radius in the current beampipe. 

 

2.3. Physical and Radiation Environment  

The UT tracker will operate in the cavern at IP8 which has the following physical environment.  

The ambient temperature is steady at 20±2°C.  The ambient pressure is atmospheric.  The 

ambient moisture level is typically ~40% relative humidity (a.k.a. dew point ~16°C).   

The radiation environment is determined from detailed simulations and is evaluated for a 

10-year exposure (50 fb-1) at nominal LHCb operating conditions.  The radiation exposure is 

estimated to be ~35 MRad (~2×1014 neq/cm2) at the inner radius, and ~10–20 kRad at the outer 

periphery (i.e., at the electronics box).   

The interior environment of the detector must be such as to maintain the –5°C operating 

temperature of the sensors.  The relative humidity must be kept very low as well to protect the 

beampipe. This will be obtained by using a dry N2 environment.    

2.4. Beampipe-related Restrictions 

The beampipe establishes the practical inner radius of the UT design.  The beampipe is to be 

considered delicate and expensive and so it cannot be affected adversely by any aspect of the 

UT design, mechanical or thermal.  The current beampipe may be retained in the Upgrade, or 

may be replaced by one with a smaller diameter.  As this is presently under active discussion, 

we will assume the current beampipe will remain.   

The inner radius of the UT is determined by restrictions from the machine group 

regarding the beampipe. This does limit the efficiencies for b signal events, but at the nominal 

value this is a small effect [3]. The beampipe provides a lower limit of the inner radius, which is 

given in Table 1. The UT inner radius is presently taken to be R=33.4 mm (mechanical) for all 

planes. 

Any direct mechanical contact with the beampipe should be limited.  A sufficiently stress-

free bellows-type seal is needed between the outer box and the beampipe, in order to maintain 

a dry inert gas volume in the UT box.  Since the beampipe moves during evacuation by a few 

cm in Z, bumpers may also be needed.  

The UT will be thermally linked to the beampipe and should not, in the due course of 

cooling the detector, cause the temperature of the beampipe to drop below the dew point and 
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therefore condense water vapor on its surface.  Since humidity will be controlled inside the box, 

this effect is most critical for the section of the beampipe outside the box.  There has been some 

simulation work done which shows that thin flex heaters placed on the beampipe immediately 

upstream and downstream of the UT outer box will compensate for the cooling and avoid 

condensation [4].   

The beampipe is required to be baked-out annually, which involves covering the 

beampipe with a heating blanket that reaches ~50°C on its exterior.  This will be a thick 

temporary blanket. The UT has to allow for sliding the blanket along the beampipe from outside 

the detector, requiring that each plane be split and moved out of the way to provide sufficient 

clearance for the bake-out procedure.   
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3.  MECHANICAL ASPECTS of the HYBRID 

The UT hybrid consists of the silicon sensor itself, the readout ASICs, various electronic 

components, and a flex circuit.  Proximity of the readout ASICs to the sensors is an electronics 

requirement for low noise performance.  The design of the hybrid drives much of the rest of the 

UT design.  In particular, the cooling of the electronics and the sensor is a major consideration.   

3.1. Requirements 

The sensors are required to have overlap in both X and Y in order to provide full gapless 

coverage in the acceptance.  In the conceptual design, this means the sensors are tiled on both 

sides of the column support (allowing overlap in Y), and the column supports are staggered in Z 

so they can overlap as well (providing for overlap in X).  The sensor locations should be 

optimized to admit no gaps from the view of particles coming from the interaction point.  The 

overlaps are about two strip widths or equivalent, but in the X direction may need to be larger in 

order to provide full coverage, and provide an overlap for alignment purposes.  The two-strip 

overlaps are preferred for alignment of the sensors.  In this regard, the sensors themselves 

should be large-area sensors in order to reduce the total amount of overlap which adds to the 

radiation length.    

The hybrid is required to provide a stiff and stable support for the delicate wirebonds 

connecting the silicon sensor and the several ASICs that are on each hybrid.  Stressing the 

wirebonds either mechanically or thermally will cause the connection to become intermittent or 

even broken.  Hence the dimensional tolerance of the relative separation between sensor and 

ASICs needs to be maintained.   

Although not explicitly mentioned here, the hybrid design must also take into account the 

electronic requirements for stable operation: signal integrity, noise immunity, data rate 

capability, and so on.  These should not be degraded by mechanical choices.  However, the 

ultimate integrated design solution must be the result of simultaneous optimization over several 

systems-level aspects.  The electronic requirements will be specified in a separate document.   

3.2. Conceptual Design 

The sensors are silicon strip devices of 250 μm thickness with ~190 μm pitch strips (normal) or 

~95 μm pitch strips (fine).  They are currently envisioned to be the maximal practical size that 

can be made with high yield, 97.5×97.5 mm2.  In the region closest to the beampipe, fine pitch 

strips will be used, with lengths half the size of the sensor (~48 mm).  In the outermost region, 

normal pitch strips with full lengths (~96.5 mm) will be used.  In the intermediate region, half-

pitch, normal length strips will be used. 

The ASICs are custom-designed SALT chips, which are presently in the process of 

being designed.  They will have 128 channels each.  So the hybrid will require 4 ASICs for the 

outer region, 8 ASICs for the intermediate region, and 16 ASICs for the inner region.  Clearly, 

the inner region will require the most cooling power.  The locations and orientations of the 

ASICs relative to the sensors are not yet fixed.  The ASICs may be mounted at the end of the 

sensors, or may be mounted on top of the sensors.  In either case wirebonding can be 

implemented.   
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4.  COLUMN SUPPORT STRUCTURE 

The hybrids are mounted on a column support structure, called a stave, which holds the hybrids, 

the signal and power cables, as well as the cooling tubes.   

4.1. Requirements 

The stave must hold the hybrids (sensors in particular) in a fixed array with the required overlap.  

The positions of the sensors should have a reasonable construction tolerance (~0.5 mm) and 

should be surveyed in place and later aligned using tracks.  The sensors must be held in a stiff 

and stable manner, such that there is no appreciable twisting or other thermal motion that would 

change the relative locations of the sensors after the initial alignment procedure is applied.  This 

translates to motion less than half the resolution of the fine-pitch strips, i.e., less than ~10 um.  

This should also require damping of any normal modes of vibration.  The expected load from the 

hybrids and cables on a single column is small, on the order of 800 g.  

The cooling adds additional load, depending on the details of the design, the number of 

tubes and how they are supported (i.e. how they are connected to the manifold).  In particular, 

the cooling tubes provide a compressive load when operating at -30o C, due to thermal 

shrinking.  Attention must be paid in the design to minimize any compression or twisting as 

those modes can adversely affect the arrays of wire bonds which make various connections on 

the surface of the stave.  

The column supports must also be lightweight, which host and aid in the cooling, while 

not unduly increasing the radiation length of the detector plane.  Practically this means a total 

radiation length close to 1% per plane.   

The support needs to hold the sensors in such a way as to allow for overlap in both X 

and Y.  As mentioned in Section 3.1, this can be accomplished by staggering the columns in 

their Z location.  

4.2. Conceptual Design  

The column support structure can be a closed or open structure.  The former has the advantage 

of mechanical solidity and larger overall thermal conductivity but is more massive.  The latter 

would be lighter but perhaps less solid and of less overall thermal conductivity.   

Our conceptual design, shown in Figures 3 and 4, is a sandwich structure made of 

CFRP facings and a carbon foam interior, referred to as a stave.  This is based on work done at 

LBL for ATLAS [5].  The stave is a closed structure, and provides stiffness by separating the 

facings using lightweight foam.  It allows for embedding cooling tubes in the interior of the 

structure.   

In order to mitigate thermal motion, the conceptual design takes a balanced approach 

and has the hybrids mounted on both sides of the support structure.  Any relative thermal 

expansion is offset to a degree by doing so, and also overlaps can be made easily.  Figure 4 

shows this mounting scheme somewhat generically.  
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Figure 3.  Conceptual design of a stave structure, based on the ATLAS stave concept. 

 

Figure 4.  Side view of a conceptual design of the stave support structure, showing the 
balanced mounting scheme with overlaps.   

The ATLAS solution [5], however, has too much material for us. It is designed to be 

mechanically stable when the detector is held horizontally, while ours is held vertically. Thus, we 

thin it by removing much of the CRFB facing and foam under the facing.  The design admits an 

integrated cooling solution which may be readily adapted here.  The cooling tubes are interior to 

the stave volume, are bonded inside foam which doubles as a support rib, and are in thermal 

contact with hybrids on both sides at once.  The cooling tubes in our conceptual design are bent 

and routed under the ASICs [6]. They are thin walled Titanium alloy tubes 2.2 mm outer 

diameter and 0.1 mm wall thickness.   
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5.  HEAT LOAD and COOLING 

The cooling system draws heat from the ASICs and the silicon sensors and keeps the detectors 

at the optimal working point, for long-term stable operation.   

5.1. Requirements 

The cooling scheme must remove excess heat from the hybrids, so as to maintain the sensor 

operating temperature of –5°C.  The main heat loads are the ASICs and the silicon sensors due 

to self-heating.  The ASICs are presently in the design stage and so the power consumption can 

only be estimated.  The power is estimated at 2–4 mW/ch for the analog part and 1–2 mW/ch 

for the digital part.  Conservatively, a total 6 mW/ch is assumed, although the ultimate number 

could be half of that number [7].  This translates into 0.768 W dissipated by a 128-channel 

ASIC.  Taking the conceptual design as an example, the ASIC-only power dissipation for a 

single plane is given in detail in Table 2, for one configuration of hybrids in which all planes have 

the same number and types.   

The silicon sensors become radiation damaged as a function of time in the LHC 

environment, and result in their standing reverse bias current increasing nonuniformly with time.  

This causes increased Joule heating, which decreases effective resistance, which causes a 

further increase in bias current, which in turn causes increased heating, and so on again, in a 

positive feedback loop known as thermal runaway.  This increasing power consumption is 

detrimental to stable detector operation, and the increasing bias current introduces noise.   

This effect is a function of radius from the beamline, and drops off as particle flux, 

roughly as 1/r2.  The parameterization used for the VELO [8] [9] may be adopted for the UT to 

give the expected power dissipation for the sensors.  This parameterization is given as the 

power density  

 
which is a function of radius r, temperature TK in Kelvin, Boltzmann’s constant kB, and is scaled 

from the value at some reference point.  The reference point here is taken at 2×1014 neq/cm2 and 

at r = 34.mm, and is given as 0.066 MW/m3.  The current annealing factor CAF is unity (i.e., no 

beneficial annealing in play).  Figure 5 shows the power density as a function of radius for a few 

specific temperatures.  So this corresponds to ~400 mW for the innermost sensors, ~60 mW at 

intermediate r = 250 mm, and <20 mW in the outer region r > 500 mm.   

Table 2.  Expected ASIC-only heat loads in a single plane, for the conceptual design. 

Hybrid 
Type 

Power 
per Hybrid 

Num of Hybrids 
per Plane 

ASIC Power Dissipation 
per Plane 

UT Region 

 [W] [–]  [W]   

16-ASIC 12.288  16 196.6 Inner 
 8-ASIC   6.144  20 122.9 Intermediate 
 4-ASIC   3.072 188 577.5 Outer 

TOTAL ASIC – – 897.0  
Note:  Parameters chosen in this table provide a conservative estimate of power dissipation.   
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Figure 5.  Power density function as a function of radius, evaluated at a few relevant 
temperatures (-10°C, -5°C, and +10°C). 

5.2. Conceptual Design 

Several cooling schemes have been considered.  Gas-flow cooling was investigated first, both 

with forced air flow using a high CFM fan and with low temperature liquid N2 boil-off injection.  

Both were bench tested with a mockup of a single hybrid and both proved inadequate [6].  The 

large ΔT of LN2 was insufficient to overpower the problem, even in the case of the outer regions 

of the plane in which the heat load is minimal.  Other technical issues like transport of cold gas 

to these regions reduce the potential utility of gas-flow cooling, even as a supplemental cooling 

scheme.   

Liquid-phase cooling, using chilled liquid (e.g. water and glycol mix, C3F8 fluorocarbon) 

may be possible. However, the use of CO2 bi-phase cooling has been adapted for the 

baseline [10].  This technique has been developed by NIKHEF and used successfully to cool 

the VELO sensors to –25°C during the first run of the experiment.  It is well-understood and 

well-controlled, and can be adapted and sized to UT use.  

In using cooling fluid lines, several schemes are possible and have been worked out in a 

preliminary manner, along with associated radiation lengths [6].  Each has its advantages, and 

ultimately the decision rests on its cooling capability and how it impacts the rest of the design.   
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6.  SUPERSTRUCTURE 

The UT superstructure consists of a massive outer frame, electronics boxes (or balconies) at 

the top and bottom of the columns, and an outer box featuring thin windows.   

6.1. Requirements 

The outer frame must hold the column supports (with sensors), cooling tubes, electronic 

flex cables, and electronics boxes with converter boards, for each plane.  For ease of access 

and mounting, it would be preferable to have the ability to move the columns.  The first and last 

plane (X,X) can be mounted in a similar manner, but the two inner planes (U,V) must each have 

the columns mounted at a stereo angle (currently ±5°, respectively).  The outer box surrounds 

the planes and must make a sealed gas volume for dry N2 gas, for protection of both the 

sensors and the beampipe.  The box must have low-mass windows as its upstream and 

downstream faces.  The electronics boxes may be separately cooled and sealed. 

6.2. Conceptual Design 

In the conceptual design, the outer frame is massive and mounted to the floor of the collision 

hall, and all planes are mounted to this frame.  The mounting scheme is yet to be determined.  It 

may consist of kinematic mounts which allow for individual adjustment of each column and also 

for more complicated movement of the center two columns, due to their proximity to the 

beampipe.  In the case of the annual beampipe bake-out, the center columns therefore can be 

moved safely out of the way to provide the appropriate clearance.  Alternately, the columns may 

be mounted on a rail-like device which would allow each half plane to be rolled away (in the X 

direction), for maintenance access or for the bake-out procedure.   

The outer box should have very thin and lightweight windows for its upstream and 

downstream faces.  In the conceptual design, the windows consist of a thin polymer for strength 

and a black carbon layer for light-tightness.  Substantial thermal insulation added to the 

windows would add detrimentally to the overall radiation length.  The box must be sealed as a 

dry N2 gas volume around all planes, with humidity level such that the cooled silicon sensors do 

not condense water vapor on their surfaces.  And similarly so for the beampipe.  The outer box 

does not have to surround electronics box or the outer frame. The method of sealing and 

opening for maintenance and for the annual beampipe bake-out is yet to be determined.   
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7.  STAVE PROTOTYPES 

Several mechanical prototypes have been constructed, following our conceptual design.  The 

material has been reduced by eliminating CRFP and foam as shown in Figure 6.  The routing of 

the cooling pipe is shown in Figure 7. 

 

 

Figure 6.  CRFP facing machined for prototype.  Solid CFRP facing is shown in left 
prototype, “X” cutouts in right prototype.  Both prototypes are full length. 
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Figure 7.  A stave interior, showing the putative routing of the cooling pipe. Two types of 
foam are used for structural and thermal support.  The inset shows a cross-section of the 
stave.   For clarity, only 6 of 14 hybrids are shown.    
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8.  DETECTOR VIEWS 

Overall UT detector schematics are shown in Figure 8 and Figure 9, for a single plane and for 

the entire detector, respectively. 

 

 
 

Figure 8.  View of one side of one UT plane, showing silicon sensors (in green), beam 
pipe (round white circle in center), ASICs (small gray squares), hybrid flex circuits (dark 
red), data/power flex (orange), and stave (blue).  Data flexes do not cover the entire 
stave, as shown.  Inset at left shows different sensor segmentation.   
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Figure 9.  Overall UT schematic showing all four planes.  Sensors are color coded to 
indicate the number of ASICs per hybrid (4 is green, 8 is yellow, 16 is pink).  The beam 
direction is into the paper.   
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